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In this weeks Parasha, Yosef was imprisoned because of the lies of the wife of Potifar. Her
desire for Yosef was so great that she tried to seduce him for illicit relations, but he refused
and thus she had him thrown in prison. Although Yosef was in prison he was put in charge of
the other prisoners for he was known for being trustworthy and kind. His life seemed to be
hopeless, not even seeing his dear father and brothers, lost in a world of idolatry and
witchcraft. How was Yosef able to maintain all of the teachings and good traits that he
learned from his father? He had strong faith in Hashem knowing that everything that
happens has a Master plan for the good. Even though one is in the dark and can not foresee
hope, a person with Emunah never gives up and constantly reinforces this by saying לטובה
all of this is for the good. As Hashgaha had planned, Hakadosh Baruch Hu was putting – גם זו
all the wheels in motion to set Yosef up as the future viceroy over Missrayim. The pasuk says:
At the end of two years of Yosef's extra confinement to prison, Paroh dreamt very strange
dreams. None of his star gazers or wise men were able to explain them. It just so happens
that prior to this there were two prisoners with Yosef who also dreamt strange dreams.
Yosef happened to speak to them and they told him their dreams and he interpreted each
one’s dream, which eventually came true. The butler, was to be returned to his position in
the palace and the baker was killed. When the butler was released, Yosef requested from him
to speak to the king and have him also released since he really never committed any crime.
The butler forgot all about Yosef until two years later when Paroh had his dreams and no one
was able to interpret them. That was when he finally remembered about Yosef and related
to the king that this Jew who interprets dreams is in your prison. Immediately Yosef was
shaved, bathed dressed notably and rushed to the king. All these incidents and the time
period that they happened seem to be all irrelevant. When we understand that everything is
exact and nothing is incidental, we will know that the Master plan is constantly moving in the
most minute way. The wheels were turning to bring Yaakob and his family down to
Mitsrayim to start the galut. Hashem's strategy was to bring them down to Mitsrayim with
honor and not as slaves. From the selling of Yosef until the final going (Continued on page 2)
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down to Mitsrayim, it was planned exactly to the day. All the events
that happened in between were in order to bring about Hashem's

plans. When we look back at the events we think that those were the reasons that things
came about, but this is not so. Paroh’s dreams did not precipitate Yosef being released from
prison, but the opposite. Yosef's time came to be released from Hashem, so Paroh dreamt.
Meaning, Paroh dreamt only because of Yosef. The two prisoners that had dreams were
because of Yosef, not that the dreams brought about Yosef's release. The wife of Potifar did
not put Yosef in prison, Hashem said Yosef has to be imprisoned, so the situation arose to
cause this. The swift release of Yosef, on the same day without delay, was because the time
had come for his release. The lesson we learn from all this is Hashem runs the world,
everything is done by Hashem through man, but man does not bring about any results. As the
Torah teaches us, Hashem uses people to bring about His plans. Hashem uses Ssadikim to
bring about good and uses Reshaim to bring about evil. The evil man wants to do evil,
therefore Hashem permits him to carry his evil intentions. The ssadik wants to do good, so
Hashem brings about good because of his good intentions. Bottom line, Hashem brings
about good from the ssadikim and the bad through the reshaim. Remembering this, one will
constantly see the hand of Hashem in everything that happens and will be able to understand
the ways of Hashem, which are all for a good reason.

Shabbat Shalom                          HaRav Ezra Zafrani

(Continued from page 1)

Stories of Gedolim
During the difficult years of World War II, R Yisroel Spira zt”l, also known
as the Bluzhever Rebbe was imprisoned in the concentration camps.
Despite the many hardships, the Bluzhever Rebbe tried his utmost to
keep as many Mitzvos as he could and was a constant source of
encouragement to his fellow inmates. Chanukah in the camps found the
yidden huddled around the rebbe, ready to kindle the lights. Somehow,
the had managed to obtain the necessary items and they were stealthily
trying to observe the mitzvah without getting caught by the Nazis. The
rebbe recited the first two blessings of and  להדליק נר and ,שעשה ניסים
then closed his eyes, strengthened himself and said the brocho ofydgiipe
, “Who has kept us alive, sustained us and brought us to this time”. He

then lit the very heiligeh menorah surrounded by his fellow emaciated and weakened yidden.

But one man could not contain himself and challenged the rebbe. Her understood the first two
brochos should be recited but how could the rebbe recite the brocho of in the very place שהחיינו
where their children were being burned, where so many were being killed? The rebbe looked into
the man’s eyes and held his hand. He explained “You need to know that at first I too had a hard
time with this. But then I looked around at all those faces of people risking their lives to perform
this very special mitzvah in this terrible place. The faces were beaming with a heavenly light that
shined from within, despite all the torture, their spirits were still not  broken but very much alive
and strong, and I blessed Hashem .that He, our Father has such children ,שהחיינו
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To illustrate the severity of these laws the Hafes
Hayim brings a story of one who hired a contractor
to build his house and the contractor had his
workers build on Shabbat though people
informed the owner that it is forbidden he
nevertheless insisted that it’s the builders'
prerogative to work on Shabbat soon after the
owner lost his home.
(ספר חסידים סימן שמח הובא במשנ'ב סי' רמד ס'ק י)

The Kaf Hahayim brings a story of a wealthy Jew
who spent a lot of money when building in order
not to have his builder work on Shabbat. One day
there was a large fire that destroyed many homes
in his city and upon reaching his home Hashem
sent a strong wind and his house was saved.
(כף החיים סי' רמד או' לח)

A Jewish home is a mini sanctuary in which the
presence of Hashem should be found for this
reason one is required to build and maintain it in
the utmost form of purity.

דיני קבלנות ושכיר יום בשבת
The laws of a non-Jewish Contractor and day
worker on Shabbat

There are two types of employees:
● Day worker שכיר יום
● Contractor קבלן

A day worker [שכיר יום] is one who is paid
according to the time he works and not for the
completion of a specific job. Therefore if one hired
a non-Jew to work for him with a stipulation that
he will be paid according to the days he works, it is
forbidden to allow him to work on Shabbat (even
if he did not instruct to do work on Shabbat).
Although the non-Jew is working on Shabbat for
his own gain, nevertheless since he is paid on a
daily basis he is considered a paid agent of the Jew.

 A Contractor [קבלן] is paid for the completion of
a specific Job and
not for the time he

הלכות למעשה
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The Laws of Amira L’Nochri (Week 17)

MATHEMATICS OF A SWIFTLET'S CLICKS
Swiftlets are small birds that live in southeastern Asia and Australia. They make their
nests far back in dark caves. It is not difficult for an owl to fly through the woods at
night, for a small amount of light is always present and owls have very large eyes. But
the situation is far different for a swiftlet. There is no light in caves! And swiftlets have
small eyes! How then is this little creature able to find its way through a cave, without
running into the walls? Yet he does it.

Designed with fast-flying wings, such as swallows and swifts have, the swiftlet flies at high speed into its cave. Somehow it
knows which cave to fly into. But, once inside, there is no glimmer of light to guide it. Yet rapidly and unerringly, it flies
directly to one tiny nest. Arriving there, it is confronted with hundreds of nests which look exactly the same. How can it know
which one is its own? Nevertheless, flying at top speed, the bird flies across even the largest cavern in only a few seconds-and
then lands at the correct nest.

Part of the mystery is solved when we consider that the swiftlet has been given a type of radar (sonar) system. But this
discovery only produces more mysteries. As the little bird enters the cave, it begins making a series of high-pitched clicks. The
little bird has the ability to vary the frequency of the sounds; and, as it approaches the wall, it in-creases the number of clicks
per second until they are emitted at about the rate of about 20 per second. The time required for the clicks to bounce off the
wall and return reveals both the distance to the wall and its contours.

Scientists tried to figure out why the clicks vary in frequency as the bird gets closer to the wall. After applying some
complicated mathematics, they discovered that the tiny bird-with a brain an eighth as large as your little finger-does this in
order to hear the return echo! The problem is that the click must be so short and so exactly spaced apart, that its echo is
heard by the ear of the bird-before the next click is made. Otherwise the next click will drown the sound of the returning
echo.

Once again we can only marvel the great wisdom that HaShem has endowed each and every creation!

Rabbi Eliyahu Tobal

נפלאות הבורא
Hashems Amazing World

The Laws of Amira L’Nochri (Week 17)
Cont... On Last Page
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works. Therefore if
one hired a non-
Jew to complete a

specific Job with a stipulation that he will pay him
for the completion of the Job (hence the non-Jew
is working on his own consent to complete the
Job) if the worker on his own will decided to work
on Shabbat it is permitted to allow him to do so
since he is doing it for his own benefit and not as
an agent of the Jew.

There are four conditions that are necessary in
order to allow a contractor to work on Shabbat.

1. One must guarantee payment for the
completion of the job [קצץ] Similarly if there's an
accepted price for a specific Job then even if one
did not guarantee payment it is permitted. The
reason for this condition is that if one did not
guarantee payment it may appear to the onlooker
as though he is hiring as him as an agent to do the
job on Shabbat therefore by guaranteeing
payment we can assume that the non-Jew is
working on his own schedule to receive his
payment.
2. One may not instruct him to do work on
Shabbat. Similarly one may not give him a job that
can only be done on Shabbat.
3. The contractor must do all the work on his own
property and not on the property of a Jew. The
reason for this is that when a non-Jew works in the
home of a Jew it appears to the onlooker as
though the Jew hired him specifically to work on
Shabbat.
4. Publicly done jobs such as building or gardening
are forbidden. Similarly an item that people know
who it belongs to it is forbidden for one to allow a
non-Jew to work on it in public.

Building on Shabbat
The leniency of allowing a contractor to work for
a Jew on Shabbat is only when it is done privately
in a way that it is not known that he is working for
a Jew. However if the melacha is done publicly
(three people or more are considered public) then
it is forbidden because the onlooker might
suspect the Jewish employer of hiring day
workers to work on Shabbat which is forbidden.
Therefore it is forbidden for one to allow his non-
Jewish contractor to build for him on Shabbat
since building is usually done publicly. However it
is permitted to allow ones contractor to build on
Shabbat if the property is in a city that has no Jews.

Any work done in the house of a Jew is considered
as being done publicly. Furthermore if ones house
is located in a city that has no Jews it is forbidden
to allow a non-Jew work in his house on Shabbat
since his guests or his family might suspect him of
hiring the non-Jew in a forbidden way.
Examples:
1. It is forbidden for one to allow a non Jewish
contractor to build ones home on Shabbat. Even if
he is doing the work on Shabbat for his own gain
nevertheless it is forbidden because the onlooker
might suspect that he is a day worker.
2. If one invested in a building or a shopping center
it is forbidden to allow his contractor to build on
Shabbat. However it is permitted to allow him to
build if the property is in a city that has no Jews.
3. If one ordered a swing set and the company
sent its workers to build it on Shabbat, one must
protest and not allow them to build it on Shabbat.
4. If one hired an electrician to install some light
fixtures in ones home and he came on Shabbat it
is forbidden to allow him to install the fixtures on
Shabbat.
5. If one ordered new rugs and the workers came
on Shabbat to install them one must protest and
not allow them to do any work on Shabbat.
6. It is forbidden to allow a painter paint ones
home on Shabbat.
7. It is forbidden for one to allow a gardener to
work on ones lawn on Shabbat.

One Who Built His Home on Shabbat
If one transgressed and had workers build a
house on Shabbat it is proper for one to be
stringent and not enter it.

כשמנהג כל העיר לבנות בקבלנות
If the general way of building is done through a
contractor [קבלן] there are some poskim that say
it is permitted to allow a contractor to build on
Shabbat because people will not suspect of any
wrong doing since the regular way of building is
with a contractor. However the accepted ruling is
to be stringent and not allow any type of building
on Shabbat even if it is known that the workers
are paid for the Job. The reason for this is that we
are concerned that the onlooker upon seeing
work done on Shabbat might mistakenly assume
that a non-Jewish day worker is permitted to work
for a Jew on Shabbat similar to a contractor.

Rabbi Michael Levy

The Laws of Amira L’Nochri (Week 17)
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